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multisite_config and www
Posted by jrachael - 2009/11/26 09:34
_____________________________________

I spent alot of time going through docs and tutorials.  I want to set up a slave from an existing site.  The
slave shares users with the master.  The issue Im running into is that if a user lands on the master site
without the www in front then none of the logins work and user just sees a refresh of the page.  I dont
have anything in the multisite configuration that could be a problem like misspelling, I only have the
slaves defined.  Only the slave is defined with all the different aliases. 

I have tried numerous deletes and saves and one time a completely different multistes_config.php was
generated that worked the way I want and I cannot reproduce it. 

Please tell me the difference in how these 2 multisites_config.php files are generated.  I am unable to
reproduce the second sample below which is the configuration that appears to work the way I want.  I
must be missing something in my understanding of how this all works.   

This is a sample of the config in which the master does not work without the www. 
   
  

This is a sample of the config that does allow the master to work with or without www. 

============================================================================

Re:multisite_config and www
Posted by edwin2win - 2009/11/26 12:03
_____________________________________

In your first config, it seems that you have shared the users and that you have manage your master
website from "www.master.com" 
Therefore the "www" is mandatory. If you had manage the master from "master.com" (without the "www"
you would be able to have the www and without the www for the master. 
The cookies generated would have been ".master.com" and not "master.com" (becarefull the dot in front
of the url). In the current case, you can see ".www.master.com" that accept fake.www.domain.com or
whatever in front of the "www" (because there is a dot). 

In the second config, you have not shared anything. 
So there is no "cookies" infos computed.
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